Elements in harmony.
BLANCO InFino® and new drain remote controls.

NEW!
Discover our new drain remote controls:
• BLANCO SensorControl Blue
• BLANCO PushControl
The fascination of perfect design.
BLANCO InFino® offers new perspectives.

The perfection of the sink centre starts at its base.
BLANCO InFino® is the elegant way to create excitement at the sink. Thanks to the clear, contemporary design, the new drain concept adapts perfectly to the bowl topography. The result is a generous, calm overall effect that is pleasing to the eye and enhances the sink centre.

The innovative, smart handling concept.
Perfection can be this simple: Operation of InFino® is intuitive and logical. A gentle turn on the strainer opens or closes the drain – with virtually no friction, inaudibly, precisely.

BLANCO InFino® – the perfection of the sink centre:
- Elegant puristic design
- Smart manual handling concept, optionally with remote control
- Integration almost without rims
- Available with all BLANCO sink materials
- Pre-defined, always precisely centred position of the strainer
- Gap-free for easy cleaning and hygiene
- Service-friendly construction with fast valve installation

Convincing innovation.
Following the successful market launch of the innovative BLANCO InFino® drain system, in future new products will be fitted with the smart control concept and popular BLANCO products changed to InFino® in stages.
The smart handling concept.
Everything revolves here around comfort.

Intuitive, manual operation.

Manual handling through turning the strainer to open and close the spout.
The plug and the strainer: only two components for reliable hygiene.
Optionally with remote control – the remote-controlled version can be retrofitted at any time.
Harmony down to the last detail.

The elements merge at the base of the bowl: BLANCO InFino® and SILGRANIT® PuraDur®, ceramic or stainless steel meet each other smoothly, almost seamlessly – in perfect harmony. The dramatic reduction of joints, rims and edges is a key feature of the concept. It creates a visual balance and an extremely elegant overall appearance.

- Extremely fine, precise edge gap for almost seamless integration
- Completely covered strainer for a calm overall look

**Elegant in steel.** BLANCO InFino® – the expression of perfect harmony.

**Eye-catching in SILGRANIT®.** Harmonious design.

**Valuable in ceramic.** Function carefully planned from scratch.

**The basket strainer is always positioned exactly in the centre** of the drain thanks to the prescribed setting.

**Stable position of the strainer.** Whether open or closed, the InFino® strainer remains at the same height. Objects are positioned safely without tipping.

**Extremely easy care** thanks to the design almost without joints and edges.
Three lines – countless possibilities.
The new freedom in choosing the perfect drain remote control.

NEW! ADVANCED drain remote controls.
Trendsetting handling concepts.

Optional features have never been more exciting. Thanks to the many possibilities that the BLANCO remote control range offers, sink centres can now be designed to be even more individual and unique. Proven functional elements that have been thought through down to the smallest detail and fascinating new technologies give planners and designers free rein. The perfect combination of colours, shapes and technology – everything high quality right down to the smallest detail, to meet almost any need. For a perfect sink centre.

The remote controls in the ADVANCED, DESIGN and COMFORT lines bring more convenience to your kitchen and lend your kitchen design a personal touch thanks to a small but fine element that perfectly matches the mixer tap, while at the same time meeting your needs in terms of function, handling and lifestyle.

Extend your sink centre by adding both functionality and convenience. With the optional remote controls from BLANCO.

• Convenient handling from the outside – your hands stay dry
• Different handling techniques – turn, pull, push, sensor
• A wide variety of surfaces and materials
• High-quality, durable and reliable

DESIGN drain remote controls.
Deliver perfect harmony – design down to the last detail.

COMFORT drain remote controls.
Noticeably more convenience – everything easily under control.
Touch control at the highest level.
BLANCO SensorControl Blue.
BLANCO SensorControl Blue is the unique combination of technology and elegance, for a sink centre that leaves nothing to be desired. With precise electronic control, the drain opens and closes in response to a gentle touch, and does so reliably, controllably and under all conditions at the workplace. High quality is apparent across the board, from the material to the function to the design that’s only 5 mm in height. This highlight of modern technology turns a kitchen into an enjoyable experience.

- Modern sensor electronics with LED light signal
- Durable, high-quality stainless steel
- Elegant, flat design for barrier-free working
- Reliable functionality under all conditions
- Low power consumption and easy cleaning
- Perfectly combined with BLANCO InFino®

Sophisticated, sensitive touch-sensor for precise electronic control of the drain. Blue energy-saving light signal when touched, dimmed light when the drain is closed.

Absolutely reliable function, e.g. with household gloves ...

... or wet hands.

Functional unit: BLANCO SensorControl Blue was developed exclusively for the InFino® drain system.
An expression of new ease.
BLANCO PushControl.
**BLANCO PushControl** is control at the press of a button. Thanks to the intuitive pushing motion, the cleverly thought-out mechanics control the drain easily, precisely and reliably. The 3mm-high flat design integrates itself unobtrusively yet at the same time strikingly into any sink set-up. The high-quality, elegant model enhances any kitchen by adding a valuable, functional touch.

- Intuitive push handling
- Durable, high-quality stainless steel
- Elegant, flat design for barrier-free working
- Proven, reliable technology
- Easy to clean
- Perfectly combined with BLANCO InFino®

Very smooth-working push handling for opening and closing the drain. Control button returns to its original position after being pressed.

Very easy to clean, thanks to high-quality material and workmanship.

Maximum functional reliability and unobtrusive integration for barrier-free working.

The robust mechanism is insensitive to moisture.

Functional unit: BLANCO PushControl was developed exclusively for the InFino® drain system.
The COMFORT remote controls are a plus for any sink centre. They provide reliable control of the drain from the outside. That’s modern convenience for all work at the sink centre, with a wide range of surface options and two reliable operating concepts: Turn or pull – it’s entirely up to you.

DESIGN remote controls are the perfect match for mixer taps that are an eye-catching feature in any kitchen. As a unit, developed with superb Design mixer taps, they tell a story of quality, harmony, a feeling for life and a love of special aspirations.

Noticeably more convenience – everything under control.

Delivers perfect harmony – design down to the smallest detail.
A variety of retrofit options.
The perfect drain remote control in 2 steps.

Step 1: Define the initial situation and order the appropriate retrofitting kit.

InFino®-drain system

- InFino® drain system
  - WITHOUT remote control
  - Retrofittable with a remote control
    - Retrofitting set InFino®
      - 232 459
      - € 23,00 (€ 19,00)

- InFino® drain system
  - WITH remote control
  - No retrofitting set necessary

Standard drain system

- Standard drain system
  - WITHOUT remote control
  - Drain valve without Bowden cable

  - WITH remote control
  - Drain system with Bowden cable

- For retrofitting
  - a remote control for a 3½" spout.
  - The retrofitting set part number depends on the sink type and delivery date.
  - Visit www.blanco.de/sos

Step 2: Choose a control element from the complete range:

ADVANCED remote controls (exclusiv for BLANCO InFino®)

Please note that the ADVANCED remote controls can only be used in conjunction with InFino® drain system.

- BLANCO PushControl
  - Stainless steel
  - 233 696
  - € 121,00 (€ 102,00)

- SensorControl Blue
  - Stainless steel
  - 233 695
  - € 306,00 (€ 257,00)

DESIGN remote controls

To match InFino® and standard drain

- BLANCO LIVIA Pop-up control
  - Chrome
  - 521 294
  - € 57,00 (€ 48,00)
  - brushed brass
  - 521 295
  - € 89,00 (€ 75,00)
  - Manganese
  - 521 296
  - € 106,00 (€ 89,00)

COMFORT remote controls

To match InFino® and standard drain

- Round turn control
  - Stainless steel
  - 119 293
  - € 31,00 (€ 26,00)

- Pop-up control
  - Stainless steel, brushed finish
  - 222 118
  - € 99,00 (€ 83,00)
  - Stainless steel, satin polish
  - 222 115
  - € 99,00 (€ 83,00)
  - Stainless steel, brushed finish
  - 226 540
  - € 93,00 (€ 78,00)

- Pop-up control
  - Brass, stainless steel finish
  - 221 336
  - € 82,00 (€ 69,00)
  - Chrome
  - 221 339
  - € 58,00 (€ 49,00)
  - Chrome-plated plastic
  - 225 112
  - € 25,00 (€ 21,00)